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Early in my career as an engineer I had a part in the design of three dams. 

The common element in all was the design of the spillway, or parts of.

The projects were:
• High Island Dam in Hong Kong (Completed 1979)
• Wairoa Dam in the Hunua Ranges (Completed 1975)*
• Mangatangi Dam in the Hunua Ranges (Completed 1977)*

* also worked on their construction
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The broad range of stages in the design of spillways are:
• The design rainfall
• The hydrology of the catchment to arrive at the inflow to be coped with
• Considering the form of the dam and the consequential restrictions or 

opportunities
• Finding an engineering solution balancing cost with risk



Considerations
• Precautionary – what ever they are designed for there should be 

provision if there is something even larger
• Over capacity overflows to the dam wall might be acceptable on 

concrete dams but not on earth dams or rock fill dams
• Keeping the structural cost down – one way is keeping the flow to a 

small channel and at high speed
• How will the energy be dissipated?
• Need to “route” a design flood through a spillway design – allowing for 

the storage to height relationship and the discharge to height 
relationship



Routing



Routing
Normally a dam attenuates a 
flood, but
- If the reservoir has flooded a 

lot of the river length the 
inflow peak may have been 
increased from the former 
state 

- Hence there may not then 
be any attenuation between  
the former state and the 
dammed state

- A delay may make the 
downstream situation worse



Hong Kong – from London

Artillery House Artillery Row 
Westminster London – once 
the HQ of Binnie and Partners 
Consulting Engineers



Hong Kong  
• British Colony
• Long had supply problems – introduced some salt water reticulation 

systems for toilet flushing
• Much of the New Territories already were used as catchments
• Water was bought from China – started 1964. By 1970 about one third of 

total – arrived on a seasonal basis 
• Cultural Revolution 1966 -1971. No one in China would talk to the HK 

government  - the water just arrived on the due day
• Substantial fear that it would stop.  1967 - Leftist riots and bombings
• Previously had built a reservoir in an arm of the sea: Plover Cove Reservoir 

built 1960-67. Dams raised 1970-73. Built largely to store water from China
• High Island Scheme and a parallel desalination scheme (world’s largest at 

the time) were developed in an atmosphere of panic – both very expensive.



Plover Cove

High Island



Main dam

Secondary dams 
with spillway

Plover Cove



Plover Cove Spillway – was a simple 
overflow weir but replaced when the 
dams were raised.
Floating automatic drum gates were 
considered
Decision was for siphons – 64 barrels.



Siphon Spillways 1
Can be made to self prime – water flowing through can be 
made to remove air to generate the siphon
Needs an upstream seal often a downstream seal and 
turbulence to entrain the air, its removal forming the vacuum.

Vortex flow – faster on the 
inside – lower pressure



Siphon Spillways 2
Some text books dismiss them as unusable because the 
authors believe they are unstable – operating in a fully 
primed, then de-primed mode when the upstream level 
drops.  (Run at weir rate then at pipe rate alternately.)



Not true – they can be 
made to draw air over the 
transition range and have 
a stable relationship of 
discharge to upstream 
water level

Air regulated siphon –
sometimes called a 
partialised siphon





Plover Cove 
- Raised dam siphon 

spillway design
- Designed to resist 

de-priming in 
typhoon wave 
conditions – 1.8m 
waves



How much drop can a siphon have?
More drop more flow.

Absolute limit is the water barometer height 
of air pressure – at sea level typically about 
32 feet or 10m  

At the limit cavities form in the water at the 
crest – at water vapour pressure – near 
vacuum. Called cavitation.

When these cavities collapse they form 
shock waves that can destroy concrete. 

Crest vortex adds to negative pressure



The High 
Island 
Scheme

Eastern Dam

Western Dam

High Island



Reservoir full level 200 feet 
above datum (just below sea 
level)

Most of the catchment was 
indirect – fed by tunnels from 
gravity stream intakes, 
catchwaters and lowland pump 
stations

Foundations to dams -
typically removed 65 feet 
marine deposits, 40 feet 
alluvium - deepest 135 feet 
below sea level. Coffer dams 
built under water then dam 
sites dewatered

~ Doubled HK’s water storage



Eastern 
Dam



Design Storm / Inflow

• Probable Maximum Precipitation (PMP) estimate was available for Hong Kong –
different rainfall depths for from short to long durations  - in typhoon like conditions

• Set up a storm profile with the most intense rain at the end of the storm (most 
conservative)

• Assumed no in-storm rain losses to interception, groundwater storage, re-evaporation
• Assumed instant run-off from the catchment around the reservoir
• Assumed the indirect catchments running into the lake were at tunnel design capacity 

for the length of the storm
• Assumed the reservoir was full at the start of the storm.



Did the flood routing on an 
Olivetti Programma 101.

Reputedly the first PC – it 
inspired HP to build their first.

Really was a programmable 
calculator – programs recorded 
on magnetic cards.

Output was on a till register type 
printer.



High Island Spillway
• Every foot of spillway freeboard required for flood storage was very expensive – the 

main and col dams were then higher, extended further upstream and downstream –
more marine material to excavate, more fill to place

• Desirable to get a high capacity spillway to limit the storm flood freeboard required
• Needed either gates, or a very long overflow spillway crest length, or something else



High Island Spillway
• Every foot of spillway freeboard required for flood storage was very expensive – the 

main and col dams were then higher, extended further upstream and downstream –
more marine material to excavate, more fill to place

• Desirable to get a high capacity spillway to limit the storm flood freeboard required
• Needed either gates, or a very long overflow spillway crest length, or something else
• Costed out several options: 

• A gated chute spillway at the eastern col
• An overflow spillway narrowing to a chute at the eastern col
• A side channel leading to a chute at the eastern col
• A side channel with automatic gates at the eastern col
• An overflow bellmouth leading to a tunnel by the western dam
• A siphon bellmouth leading to a tunnel by the western dam.

• Had to estimate the flood height with each and include the extra dam cost
• Gates not favoured because of operational risk 
• A siphon bellmouth was the winner. Two precedents.



Jor Dam, Batang Padang Malaysia
Bellmouth Siphon Spillway – 1960s

Two Precedents - 1



Two Precedents - 2

Shek Pik Reservoir Hong Kong – bellmouth 
spillway converted to a siphon - 1960s



Western Dam

Spillway

Drawoff Tower

Outer Coffer Dam



Flip bucket



• Tender was let on an outline 
design

• Model testing of the siphons and 
the flip bucket performed and the 
detailed design then followed

• 12 barrels (segments)
• Passes a flood of 14,000cusecs at 

the onset of backwater flow rising 
to 16,000 cusecs at a water level 
of 61.69 m PD. (Crest is 64m)

• The overflow discharges to a 6m 
diameter vertical shaft, connected 
to a tunnel of 5.5 m diameter

Air vent to tunnel



Siphon profile after model 
testing

Combination of the  Shek Pik profile with Plover 
Cove entry

5.2m drop to skirt

Model ran as a suppressed weir till 10,000 
cusecs - then fully primed

Entry details adjusted to optimize wave 
performance 

Checked the pressure at the crest in the model 
– 7m  - within tolerance of cavitation at -10m



Freeboard
• Dam needed 10 feet of freeboard for internal waves
• Two feet of freeboard for flood – passing 16,000 cusecs
• Added together made 12 feet
• Conventional wisdom was that a siphon spillway should not run ‘black water’ so that 

there was reserve capacity, or there should be a secondary spillway for over-design 
floods.

• This one was running ‘black water’ and there was no emergency spillway
• Justified this on the basis that:

o It was designed to PMP, with a late rainfall peak and no losses (conservative)
o The indirect catchment flow was limited by the tunnel capacity so there was no 

possibility of an over-design flood contribution from that source
o The consequence of an over-design flood was that the 10 feet wave freeboard 

was compromised – more splash over for the highest waves, which rock fill could 
cope with for a few hours.

• Was pressure from the design managers not to add the 2 and the 10 feet together 
because they may not be simultaneous – resisted! 12 feet as built



0-1500 cusecs –
hydraulic jump in 
the tunnel, flow is 
out the side 
channel

1500-2000 cusecs 
– transition

2000 cusecs 
upwards jet flip 
fully operational



Western Dam



Dollosse wave 
protection for the 
Eastern Coffer 
Dam – 25 tonnes

Designed for 12m 
waves

Cofferdam was 
destroyed by a 
typhoon during 
construction



What Now?
• Self-sufficiency was abandoned in the 1970s – now 70-80% of Hong Kong’s 

water needs come from  China
• Still use some salt water systems for toilet flushing
• The desalination plant was little used, decommissioned and sold. Currently 

building a new one (changed technology)
• Have experimented with waste water recovery
• High Island is a popular recreation area.

Water wars?
• Every so often some pundit says the next wars will be fought about water 
• It hasn’t happened yet
• If you ever see more High Island like schemes being built then maybe the day 

is close.



Bellmouth 
Spillways



May not be a smooth transition 
from orifice to pipe control. 

e.g. if this was the pipe control 
curve could be a sudden 
increase in flow as the air is 
expelled – going from orifice to 
tube control – analogous to a 
siphon priming.

Desirable to stay in orifice control –
by having a constriction at the 
bottom of the drop shaft and an air 
supply to the tunnel



Back to High Island
• The tunnel had a control 

deflector at the end of the bend 
with an air vent, built into the 
drop shaft wall 

• Wedge was part of the model 
testing

• Was sized so the water build up 
in  the shaft never passed the 
bottom of the siphons



Auckland

Auckland Regional Authority 
Building Wellesley St 
Auckland.
Water Design Office – Works 
Division



Hunua Dams
• Auckland demand had been growing at ~4.5% per annum since WW2
• Was thought that would continue indefinitely
• Two dams had already been built in the Hunuas
• Mangatangi was to be the third but was delayed by a contractual 

dispute
• Wairoa was advanced to fill the gap
• When I started on it in 1971 the diversion tunnel size and route were 

decided and had started construction but everything else was to be 
designed

• Mangatangi continued in parallel but was finished later



Wairoa

Mangatangi



Wairoa Dam
Log boom



Stilling 
Basin



Google Earth



Design Storm 
• No Probable Maximum Precipitation (PMP) estimate was available
• Used 25 years of Hunua rainfall records to get an extreme 

probability storm - rainfall depths for three different durations, 
~10,000 years return (depends on the probability distribution 
used)

• Set up a storm profile with the most intense rain late in the storm
• Used hydrograph analysis to determine the rainfall to runoff 

relationship



Can pick this point by the 
change in the recession 
rate

Loss rate calculated 
to equate the rainfall 
after losses volume to 
the stormflow volume 



By back calculation can get 
a unit hydrograph – the 
flow contribution of a unit 
of rainfall.

For the Hunuas we had unit 
hydrographs for four 
catchments 

Close relationship between 
the unit hydrograph peaks 
and catchment size



Design Inflow 
• Used 0.1 inch per hour as the losses to interception, groundwater storage, 

re-evaporation – experience from the hydrograph analysis 
• Assumed instant run-off from the catchment close around the reservoir
• Larger catchments draining to the lake used the relationship discovered to 

create a new combined unit hydrograph for the remaining area of the 
catchment

• Assumed the reservoir was full at the start of the storm
• Flood routing by hand calculation – no computers!



Considerations:
• Wide vs narrow bell
• Choke 4300 cusecs
• Air supply below choke
• 8 feet design flood 
• Level of emergency spillway 8 feet over the spillway crest 
• 13 feet freeboard to dam crest
• Shortened transition in the bellmouth
• Fins
• Model test
• Joints in shaft
• Log boom





Wairoa





Wairoa Dam 
• Stilling basin hydraulic model
• Froude Number similarity 

c.f. Mach No. – (M) is the ratio of the velocity of an 
object to the compression wave velocity – i.e. sound
Froude No. (Fr) is the ratio of water velocity to the 
channel surface wave velocity 

𝑤 𝑤 = 
• If the water is faster than wave speed it is supercritical, 

slower it is subcritical – again c.f. Mach No.
• Get the flow to go from supercritical to subcritical in a 

standing wave (c.f. a shock wave for an aircraft jet inlet)
• Better energy dissipation if the  Froude No. is higher –

velocity is fixed, so need to get the flow thinner. 
• Flare the basin 
• Drop the floor to get the back pressure at the basin exit
• Teeth in the basin to stabilise and shorten the wave





2016



Opening Day



Emergency 
spillway with a 
“fuse plug”

Service spillway 
(using the 
construction 
period diversion 
tunnel)

Energy 
dissipator

Mangatangi Dam



Spillway 18,000 cusecs
“Fuse plug” on auxiliary spillway 





Very elegant – but a massive amount of double curved formwork 









Mangatangi Dam Energy Dissipator
• Original concept was to have no energy dissipation 

device.  River bed was closely jointed greywacke and the 
banks were weathered rock so the prospect was it would 
dig a big hole

• Was not room for a hydraulic jump stilling basing – the 
bend in the river got in the way

• Adapted the Wairoa spillway model to Mangatangi to 
look for alternatives 

• Tried a flip bucket with training walls to direct it into the 
river past the bend – but it was a concentrated jet –
would get little energy dissipation – still a big hole



Mangatangi Dam Energy Dissipator
• Original concept was to have no energy dissipation 

device.  River bed was closely jointed greywacke and the 
banks were weathered rock so the prospect was it would 
dig a big hole

• Was not room for a hydraulic jump stilling basing – the 
bend in the river got in the way

• Adapted the Wairoa spillway model to Mangatangi to 
look for alternatives 

• Tried a flip bucket with training walls to direct it into the 
river past the bend – but it was a concentrated jet –
would get little energy dissipation – still a big hole

• Impact dissipators (right) – were for small outlet 
diameters, lower energy locations – not suitable here

• Concept developed of a downward diverter to shorten 
the basin length

• Tested in a model and it worked



Capacity 18,000 cusecs



Near completion

Operating



2016



Fun with water 
(and paid as well)

• High Island – Innovative design with the 
siphon bellmouth adapted to tolerate waves. 
Very cost effective in the circumstance.

• Wairoa - Much more conventional but 
minimising the length of double curved shape 
in the dropshaft was pushing the envelope. 
Was good to be involved in the thing from 
start to finish.

• Mangatangi – The downward diverter on the 
energy dissipator was innovative and I think 
unique.



Thanks to Watercare Services for many of the diagrams and pictures.


